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Abstract. Ladner, Lynch and Selman (1975) showed the differences among the power of several 
types of polynomial time reductions for DEXT ( = lJcpo DTIME(2”‘)). But questions concerning 
complete degrees w.r.t. these reductions have remained open. Here we show, in DEXT, almost 
all the possible differences between the compl&ness notions w.r.t. any pair of the following 
reductions: 6:. SE, G;(~,)_~~, SF, ~1, G[,~, ~z_~~, G: and their combinations. In order to show 
differences between several types of truth-table completenesses, we introduce the notion ‘s-easy 
subset’. For each d p -reduction, we first prove the property that all 6 r-complete sets for DEXT 
have s-easy subsets where the class 9 depends on each reduction type r. Then the construction 
ofa<,P -complete set which is not up -complete becomes a simple diagonalization argument. 
These conr:ructions also work for all deterministic superpolynomial complexity classes which 
have a GL -complete set. In order to construct a set which is <F-complete for DEXT &lt not 
<L-complete for DEXT, we use strings which are not polynomially producible from small-sized 
inputs (these strings are said to have large generalized Kolmogorov complexity (cf. Hartmanis, 
1983)). 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we study several types of polynomial time reductions to sets in 
DEXT ( = LJ (DTIME(2’“) 1 c > 0)). We exhibit the differences between polynomial 
time completeness notions for DEXT with respect o these reductions. Our purpose 
in doing this is to obtain a deeper understanding of the properties of these reductions. 
Recently, several authors have studied structural properties of the class NP and 
many interesting problems have been proposed, e.g., see [S] or [ 171. Unfortunately, 
most of these problems are still open and direct approaches to them seem difficult 
since their results immediately solve open problems such as P = ? NP. 
There are some indirect ways to attack these open problems. One such approach 
is to consider relativizations [1,3,6]. Another is to consider other complexity classes 
such as DEXT for whit we can solve these problems [2,4,5,12,161. One of the 
problems of interest is to understand the differences between several types of 
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reductions [131, and here we will take the latter approach and investigate polynomial 
time reductions to sets in DEXT. In addition to gaining some knowledge about 
DEXT, we find properties of these reductions which may be significant for other 
complexity classes. 
Ladner, Lynch and Selman [13] introduced several types of deterministic poly- 
nomial time reductions: i.e., <p, SE, ~~~n)_tt, =&, <cP, G, sbql, SE, and their 
combinations (though reductions beyond ‘deterministic polynomial time’ are also 
considered in [I3], we omit them here). Although every polynomial time re&iction 
provides a deterministic way to transform (reduce) one problem to the other within 
polynomial time variance, we conjecture some differences in the power of these 
reductions. In fact, Ladner, Lynch and Selman proved this intuition: in DEXT they 
showed all the possible differences between any pair of the above reduction types. 
But questions concerning degrees with respect to these reductions have remained 
open. Especially the problem of distinguishing the complete degrees is mentioned 
as an interesting open problem [13]. Here we show that in DEXT almost all the 
possible differences between the completeness w.r.t. any pair of reductions exist as 
long as attention is restricted to the following reductions: s F, s E, s F(n)_ti, s F, 
4, 4Lt 4%-u, <ii and their combinations. 
First we consider the differences between polynomial time truth-table reductions. 
We construct, for example, a s: -complete set for DEXT which is not &omplete 
for DEXT. Ko and Moore [ 123 showed the existence of a &omplete set for 
DEXT which is not sz -complete for DEXT. However, their proof is quite compli- 
cated and they did not establish the differences between the other types of complete- 
ness. Here we take an indirect approach. First we establish, for each polynomial 
time reduction, some structural properties of complete sets in DEXT with respect 
to that type of reduction. Using these properties the constructions of desired complete 
sets become simple diagonalization arguments. 
Berman [4] proved the infinitely &en speedability of s L-complete sets in DEXT, 
a property that reflects a limitation of G c -reductions in DEXT. The essence of his 
result is the following: for any G L -complete set A in DEXT, there exists a polynomial 
time function f such that for almost all x, 1 f (x)1 > 1x1 and f(x) E A. Here we extend 
this concept as follows: let 9 be a class of total functions; a set A has an P-easy 
subset if there exists a function f in 9 such that, for almost all x, 1 f(x)1 > 1x1 and 
f(x) E A. We prove that, for each polynomial time reduction s p, all s !komplete 
sets for DEXT have S-easy subsets where the class 9 depends on the reduction 
type r= These properties are useful in establishing simple diagonalization construc- 
tions for a set in DEXT which is G r-complete but not <T-complete for other 
reduction type S. 
Next we show the difference between the s F-completeness and the 
&completeness in DEXT. What is important to notice is that truth-table type 
reductions can use only nonadaptive query information: that is, the list of query 
strings must be computed before any answer to them is made. On the other hand, 
for Turirg type reductions, it is allowed to produce the next query string depending 
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on the answer to the previous ones. This difference appears in the ‘compressibility’ 
of query strings: it will be shown that no s:-reductions query some type of 
‘incompressible strings’ (i.e., ‘strings of high generalized Kolmogorov complexity’ 
[9]) while some si-reduction does. And using these incompressible strings we 
construct a +omplete set in DEXT which is not SE-complete. 
Let 2 denote a fixed finite alphabet which contains (0, l}, and let C* denote the 
set of all words on C. By a language we mean a subset of C*. For a set A, let A”” 
and A’” denote {x E A : 1x1~ n} and {x E A : 1x1~ n} respectively. Let be a set of 
the binary representations of nonnegative integers. We assume a polynomial time 
computable pairing function from Z* x C* to C*. Let hxy.(x, y) be such a function. 
For a string x, 1x1 denotes the length of x, and for a set S, IISll denotes the number 
of elements in S. 
Our basic computation model is the standard multi-tape deterministic Turing 
machine acceptors [S, lo]. A Turing machine may or may not be an oracle machine. 
We assume a standard enumeration for oracle machines, say M, , &, . . . . We also 
assume a standard universal machine MU for this enumeration: for all 1Mi, any 
oracle A and any input x, MU on input (i, x) relative to A simulates Mi on x relative 
to A within 0( (time,A( x))2) steps. 
For a DTM A.4 and a set A, let L(M) (respectively L( M, A)) denote the set of 
strings accepted by a Turing machine (respectively an oracle Turing machine) A4 
(relative to an oracle A). We use MA(x) to denote the execution (and its result) of 
a Turing machine A4 on input x relative to oracle set A. Let Q( A4, x, A) denote the 
set of queries made during the computation of MA(x). 
Let T be a running time. We use standard notations, DTIME( T), in order to 
denote complexity classes specified by time bounded machines [8, lo]. A running 
time 7 is called superpolynomial if, for any polynomial p, +r( n) > p(n) for almost all 
n. For a typical superpolynomial complexity class, we consider the following class: 
DEXT = &.oDTIME(2c”). 
We also consider polynomial time bounded deterministic Turing transducers and 
their standard enumeration. Let Ni denote the ith polynomial time bounded deter- 
ministic Turing transducer. We also use Ni to denote the partial function tiom c* 
to C* computed by the machine Ni. Let FP denote the set of all total functions in 
IN) i i>oa Here we also assume a standard universal transducer NU for this enumer- 
ation: for all Ni and any Input x, NU on input (i, x) outputs Ni(X) within 
0( ( timen, (x))‘) steps. 
The ordered pair ((a,, . . . , ak), a) is called a truth-table condition (tt-condition) 
ofnormkif(a,,..., ak) is a k-tuple, k > 0, of strings in 
ion presented in terms of a Boolean formula 
oolean formula’, see [ 13, Section 31). 
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ass&at& set of the tt-condition. A function f is said to be a truth-table function 
(tt-function) if f is total and f(x) is a tt-condition for any x in C*. For a t&function 
,f and a string X, let Ass(f, X) deno., +e the associated set of f(x). For a polynomiti? 
p, a tt-function f is called a p(r-)-bounded truth-table (p( n)-tt-) function if, for any 
x in 1c”, the norm of the tt-condition f(x) is bounded by ~(1x1). If a function f is 
!k-tt-ftinction for some integer k Z= 0, then we call it bounded truth-table (btt-)funetion. 
We say a tt-function f is a conjunctitle truth-table (ctt-)function or a disjunctive 
truth-table (dtt-)function if, for any x in C *, the Boolean function of the tt-condition 
f(x) is conjunctive or disjunctive respectively. 
We define several reducibilities as follows. 
efinition 2.1. Let A,, A2 c C*. 
(1) Al is polynomial time many-one reducible (SE- reducible) to AZ if there exists 
a function f E FP such that f(x) E A2 iff x E Al. 
(2) A, is polynomial time truth-table reducible (S :- reducible) to A2 if there exists 
a tt-function f E FP such that (u( &&a,), . . . , CA,(ak)) = true iff x E Al, where f(x) = 
(( a,, . . . . ak), ar) and CA, is the characteristic function of the set AZ. 
(3) A, is polynomial time Turing reducible (- =F-reducible) to A2 if there exists a 
deterministic polynomial time bounded oracle machine M such that L = L( M, A*). 
efinrition 2.2. Let A,, A2 c C* such that A, s EAZ. 
( 1) For a polynomial p, Al is polynomial timep( n)-tt-reducible (s F(,)_,-reducible) 
to A2 if Al <:A* by some p(n)-&function. 
(2) Al is polynomial time btt-reducible (s &-reducible) to A2 if A, s :A, by some 
btt-function. 
(3) For an integer k > 0, A, is polynomial time k-tt-reducible (s L_,,-reducible) to 
A2 if Al <:A2 by some k-&function. 
(4) A, is polynomial time c-reducible (6 F-reducible) to A2 if A, s LA* by some 
ctt-function. 
(5) Al is polynomial ti,+ne d-reducible (s i-reducible) to A2 if A, <:A2 by some 
dtt-function. 
We sometimes combine these notations to denote combined properties: e.g., 
Al s rcA2 denotes the property that A, is simultaneously polynomial time l-bounded 
and conjunctive truth-table reducible to AZ. 
We say that a set L is s z-( SF-, 6 E-, etc.) hard for % for some complexity class 
% if, for all Lk %, L’ is Sg- (ST-, S$, etc.) reducible to L. We say that L is sk- 
( ST-, <;-, etc.) complete for % if L is s L- (SF-, SE-, etc.) hard for % and L E %‘. 
3. 
In this section we consider different ypes of polynomial time truth-table reductions 
with different norms. We show the differences between polynomial time degrees 
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w.r.t. these reductions in DEXT. We do this by constructing, for example, a SF- 
complete se? for DEXT which is not &-complete for DEXT. 
Ko and Moore [ 121 constructed a s $complete set for DEXT which is not 
s L-complete. Here we take a different approach that allows for a uniform method 
of diagonalizations. First we establish some structural properties of ‘complete’ sets 
for DEXT, where ‘complete’ means s F-complete, <i-complete, G L-complete, etc. 
We begin by defining several classes of functions. Recall that, for an oracle 
machine M, an oracle set A, and an input x, Q(M, A, x) denotes the set of queries 
made during the computation of M on input x relative to A. Let M and A be a 
polynomial time bounded oracle machine and an oracle set such that Q( A& A, x) z 0 
for every input x. Consider a function g which maps each x E C* to some element 
of Q(M, A, x); we say such a function g is generated by M and A. Define FT to be 
a set of total functions generated from some polynomial time bounded oracle 
machine and some oracle set. More precisely, define FT by 
FT = {g : 3M: a polynomial time bounded oracle machine, and 
3A: an oracle set such that, for every input x, 
QUWW#0 and gbkQW,A,X)). 
Also recall that for a tt-function X Ass(f; x) denotes the associated set of the 
truth-table f(x). We also consider a total function g which maps each x E C* to 
some element of Ass(f, x), and define classes of total functions generated 6y poly- 
nomial time tt-functions. Define four classes of total functions by letting dp be any 
one of k-tt, btt, p(n)-tt or tt, and letting 
FR = {g : (3f: R-function in FP)(Vx E Z*)[g(x) E Ass(J x)]}. 
The question of whether a given set has an infinite ‘easy’ subset has been considered 
in several contexts [4,12,15]. The notion ‘easy’ differs in each context. For example, 
consider the ‘polynomial time’ case. Then our problem is whether the set has an 
infinite and polynomially recognizable subset, i.e., an ‘easy’ subset. A set A is called 
P-immune if it contains no infinite subset in P [ 121. 
Consider the problem of showing that a given set A is not P-immune, that is, 
showing the existence of an infinite polynomially recognizable subset of A. One of 
the ways to accomplish this is to consider a length-increasing function whose range 
is a subset of A. In the case of non-P-immunity we need a length-increasing function 
f in FP such that f(Z*) G A. Suppose that such a function f exists. Then the set 
S={f(O”):n > 0) is an infinite subset of A such that SE P. Thus, A has an infinite 
‘easy’ (i.e., polynomially recognizable) subset, so A is not P-immune. This idea was 
used first by Berman [4, Theorem 81. 
We extend the above construction of an ‘easy’ subset. Let 9 be a class of total 
functions. A set A has an S-easy subset if there exists a ftinction f in 9 such that 
for almost all x, 1 f(x)1 > 1x1 and f(x) E A. The name ‘easy subset’ comes from the 
following observation: let A have an s-easy subset w.r.t. a function f in 9’. Then 
there exists an integer vzo such that the set {f(O”) : n > no} is an infinite subset of A 
that is easily recognizable relative to J: 
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Let s r be one of the polynomial time reductions defined here. We will show that 
every G r- complete set for DEXT has an s-easy subset where the class 9 depends 
on the reduction type r. These results are corollaries of the following theorem. 
eorem 3.1. Let A be any set in DEXT. There is a set LA C_ IV x 2* in DEXT which 
satisjes the fdlowing property: if Mi witnesses LA <!A, then, for almost all x, there 
exists a y in Q( Mi, A, (i, x)) n A such that Iyl> 1x1. 
Let {Mi}i>o be an enumeration of the polynomial time bounded oracle 
machines. Recall that, for any polynomial time bounded Mi and any oracle X, the 
standard universal oracle machine MU with oracle X simulates M x( z) within 2’“’ 
steps for almost all 2. 
Define the set LA c N x C* as follows: 
(i, X)E LA e (1) the simulation of MpSU((i, x)) by McS” halts 
within 2” steps; and 
(2) (i, X)SE L(Mi, A”“), 
where n = I(i, x)1. 
Since A E DEXT, there exists an exponential time bounded machine MA which 
accepts A. Using the machine MA, it is easy to check whether (i, x) E LA within 2O’“) 
steps. Thus, LA E DEXT. 
Let Mi be a polynomial time bounded oracle machine such that LA = L( Mi, A). 
Let x be a sufficiently long string so that the simulation of Mf6”(( i, x)) halts within 
2” steps. Then there exists at least one element y in Q( M. +, (i, x)) n A such that 
Iv I ’ I4 
Suppose otherwise. That is, assume that the length of each element of 
Q( Mi, A, (i, x)) n A is less than or equal to 1x1. Then MA%“((i, x)) = Mf((i, x)), so 
(i, X)E L(Mi, A”“)iff (i, X)E L(M, A).Thus,(i, X)E LAifandonlyif(i, ~)a L(Mi, A). 
This contradicts the fact that LA = L( Mi, A). Cl 
Corollary 3 .3,. Let A be a ST-complete set for DEXT. Then A has an FT-easy subset. 
roof. For this set A we consider the set LA which is constructed in Theorem 3.1. 
Since LA E DEXT and A is <F-hard for DEXT, there exists a polynomial time 
bounded oracle machine such that LA = L( Mi, A). We can also assume that 
Q(Mi,A,z)Z0 for every z&Z*. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that for almost all x 
there exists a yx in Q( Mi, A, (i, x)) n A such that IyJ > 1x1. 
Define g by 
g(x) = 
i 
YY if yx exists, 
some element of Q( , A, (i, x)) otherwise. 
te: In the above definition we do not explicitly state the way of choosing yx 
9 69 x>) (3 and IYI ’ Ixl>* e may use an arbitrary way here, 
even though it is nonrecursive.) 
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Then, for almost all x, lg(x)l > 1x1 and g(x) E A. Note also that g is a function in 
FT since there is a polynomial time bounded oracle machine M such that 
QUWW=QM,A,(i,xD f or all x. Therefore, A has an FT-easy subset w.r.t. 
this function g. Cl 
Corollary 3.3. Let A G C* be a set of strings. 
(1) If A is s:-complete for DEXT, then A has an Ftt-easy subset. 
(2) Forapolynomialp, ifA is s:~,+~~ -completefir DEXT, then A has an Fp( n)-tt- 
easy subset. 
(3) IfA is s:tt -complete for DEXT, then A has an Fbtt-easy subset. 
(4) For an integer k, if A is &,-complete for DEXT, then A has an Fk-t&easy 
subsej, 
(5) IfA is GL -complete for DEXT, then A has an FP-easy subset. 
Proof. For each complete set A, we consider the set LA in Theorem 3.1. Then there . 
exists a certain type of reduction from LA to A which is a special pace of the 3-r _ 
polynomial time Turing reduction. Consider the function g generated by this 
reduction as in the proof of Corollary 3.2. Then it is easy to see that g satisfies the 
condi+ions. The details are 1:ft to the readers. Kl 
At this point we have some useful properties of polynomial time complete sets 
for DEXT. For example, all s z -complete sets for DEXT have FP-easy subsets. So, 
in order ta construct a ~&-complete set which is not CL-complete, we need to 
obtain a & -complete set which does not have any FP-easy subset; this can be 
done by simple diagonalization. 
Theorem 3.4. There exists a sbqt -complete set B in DEXT which does not have any 
FP-easy subset. Thus, B is not &complete in DEXT. 
We will describe the set B by a stage construction [2,15,16]. In a stage construction, 
a set L is defined in stages. Let b be a function from At each stage n 3 0, 
the value b(n) and an initial segment L,={xEL:b(n-l)<Ixlsb(n)} of L are 
defined in terms of algorithms on Z*. The set L is then defined by UnZO L,. Note 
that if L can be defined by a stage construction in which, at each stage n 3 0, the 
value b(n) and the set L, are defined and the deterministic running time of an 
algorithm which computes b(n) and L, is bounded by T(n), then LE 
DTIME( T( n) l 2’“) for some c > 0. 
roof of Theorem 3. Recall that {Nj)j>o is an effective enumeration of polynomial 
time bounded deterministic transducers. e that for any function 
there exist some polynomial p and infinitely many indices i > 0 such that 
p(n) time bounded transducer which computes J: Let U c C* be a standard 
B is defined by the following stage I 1 
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G E-complete set for DEXT. Then the desired set 
construction: B = UnaO B,,, where 
stage n = 0: 
b(O) + 0; 
B,+0; 
n’+ b(n - 1); 
Y-~W"); 
(if this computation needs more than 2”’ steps, then y := undef) 
if y + undef and lyl> n’ then 
3(n) + lul; 
&,c{Ox,1x:b(n-l)~~x~+1~b(n) and XE U}-(y); 
(we say that N, is diagonalized here) 
else 
b(n)+ b(n -I)+ 1; 
B,+{Ox:ixl+i=b(nj and xc U) 
end-if 
end-construction. 
Then it follows from the comment above that BE DEXT. Let g be a function in 
FP such that for almost at1 x, Ig(x)f > 1x1. Then there exist infinitely many indices i 
such that g = Ni and Ni is diagonalized in the aboE;e stage construction. That is, 
g(x) is not in B for infinitely many x. Thus, B do:Js not have any FPeasy subset. 
Since at least one of Ox or lx is put into I? if and ~;aily if x E U, U is s &reducible 
to B by the following reduction fB; 
for every x, fB( x) := ((Ox, Ix), a) 
where a (b, , b,) = b, v b2. Therefore, B is = bq,-complete for DEXT. cl 
For any integer k > 1, there exis!s a s &complete set f&v DEXT which 
kplete for DEXT. 
Next we construct a tt-compjete set which is not btt-complete. Our basic strategy 
is the same as the above. 
There exists a 6: -complete set for DEXT which does not have any 
t-easy subset. Any such set is not &complete for DEXT. Hence, there exists a 
complete set for MXT which is no6 s bqt’complete for DEXT. 
x and an integer i, s r’s 1x1, let c(i, x) be O”bin(i)x w 
resentation of i and ]@“bin(Qxl = Z$I. 
e a standard s:-complete set U. We put at least one element 
=- k(i X) : 1 =G is 1x1) into C for all and only x in U so that the set C can be 
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plete in DEXT. On the other hand, for any function g in Fbtt such that 
Izl for almost all z, we need to put g(x) into C for infinitely many x so that 
have no FM-easy subset. For this purpose, we do not put any elements of 
Y = {y E Ass( N,, 0”‘) : Iyl> n’} into C,, at stage n, where n’= b(n - 1). These two 
requests do not conflict if 11 Ux iI> 11 Yll ( or, e q uivalently, if $b( n - 1) 2 II Yll). Thus 
the construction becomes as follows: C = UltaO C,,, where 
stage n = 0; 
b(O) + 0; 
G*0; 
stage n > 0; 
n’+b(n-1); 
Y + {y E AJS( N,, 0”‘) : Iyl> n’}; 
(if this cc. mputation needs more than 2”’ steps, then Y := undef) 
if Yfurgdef and O<llYlls$b(n-1) then 
b(n) +-the length of longest element of Y; 
C,c{c(~,x):I~i~~~I, b(n-1)<2lx)sb(n) and XE U}-Y; 
(we say that N,, is diagonalized here) 
else 
b(n)+ b(n - B)+2; 
C+(c(O,x):b(n-1)<2lx(sb(n) and XE U} 
end-if 
end-cons6mction. 
It is clear that C E DEXT. Suppose that C has an FM-easy subset by means of 
a function g in FM. Tken there exist an integer k > 0, and a k-tt-function f in FP 
such that g(x) E Ass(J; x) for all x. Since IIAss(f; x)/ .G k, there exist ir’&Gtely many 
n such that f = N,, and such that N,, is diagonalized in the above construction. Thus 
there exist infinitely many n’ such that Y = {y E Ass(f, 0”‘) : Iyl> n’} has no element 
in C. So g(0”‘) is not in C or Ig(@“‘)l G n’ for such n’. Which contradicts the assumption 
that g(x) E C and Ig(x)l > 1x1 for almost all x= 
A tt-reduction fc from U to C is defined as follows: 
for every x, f&)=((c(l,x),. . . , c(m,x)), a) 
cl 
The following theorem can be proved in a similar way. 
. (1) For any integer be 3 1, there exists Q 6L+l,_tl-co .!ete set for 
which is not C E_,,-complete for EXT. 
(2) For any polynomial p and q such that q(n) > p(n) for almost all n, there exists 
P a G,,,+,,-complete set for DEXT which is not ~F~“~_~~-cornplete for DEXT. 
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It follows from Theorem 3.4, Corollary 3.5, Theorem 3.6 and Theorem 3.7 that 
polynomial time tt-reductions with different norms have different maximal tt-degrees 
in DEXT. Now we co nsidcr the form of Boolean functions generated by tt-reductiohlj. 
Note that the reductions fB and fc considered in Theore- 3.4 and Theorem 3.6 are 
disjunctive. Generally, we have the following facts as an immediate corollary to the 
above theorems. 
Corollary 3.8. (1) There exists a s $complete set (respectively G ,9complete set) for 
DEXT which is not &complete. 
(2) For any polynomial p and q such that q(n) > p(n) joti almost 05 tii* rae~~hi.,t~ 
P a $(,+,-complete set (respectively 6fjt,I_C-complete set) ,for GEXT which is not 
~pqn)-tt’ complete. 
Proof. The proofs concc ming disjunctive tt-complete sets are clear from the above 
discussions. Then the prbofs for conjunctive tt-complete sets follow from the Lemma 
3.9 below. •I 
Lemma 3.9. Let A be a s &,j_Jtt-complete setfor DEXT. Then 2 is 6 ~P~n~.~tt-complete 
for DEXT. In pcErticu!ar, if A is s &(,,_,,-complete, then J% is s pPtn ,+-complete, and 
vice versa. 
Proof. Let U be a standard C: -complete set for DEXT, and f be a polynomial 
time ttreduction from U to A. Then the following polynomial time tt-function f’ 
is a reduction from e to 8: $(x) = (( aI, . . . , ok), a’), where 
(9 ((Q, 9 l l l 9 ad, 4 =fW, 
(ii) cC(b,, . . . , bk) = lcu(lb,, . . . , lbk). 
Note that u is c: -complete for DEXT. Thus A is &complete for DEXT. 
Especially, $ is conjunctive (respectively disjunctive) if f is disjunctive (respectively 
conjunctive). q 
Define a class of total functions Fc as follows: 
Fc = {g : (3f: conjunctive tt-function in FP)(Vx E Z*) 
[g(x) = the (iexicographically) largest element of Ass(A x)]}. 
Then we have the following fact. 
Theorem 3.16). Let A be a s F-complete set for DEXT. Then A has an Fc-easy part. 
roof. For this set A, consider the set LA which is constructed in Theorem 3.1. Also 
consider a polynomial time conjunctive tt-reduction f from LA to A. Let Mi be a 
polynomial time b ded oracle machine which witnesses the reduction J Then, 
for almost all x, Q , A”“, x) n A’” f f8 where n = 1x1. So, for such x, (i, x) is not 
in L( , As’) because the reduction f is conjunctive. Thus it follows from the 
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definition of LA that (i, X) E LA for such X. Hence, for almost all x, Q( Mi, A, (i, x)) c A 
since f is a conjunctive. Moreover, for almost all x, there exists some y in 
Q(IM,, A, (i, x)) such that Iyl> 1x1. Therefore A has an Fc-easy subset w.r.t. the 
following function: g(x) = the largest element of Q( Mi, A, (i, x)). cl 
Corollary 3.11. (1) There exists a s2qd -complete set for DEXT which is not 
S ,P-complete. 
(2) There exists a s 2qC -complete set for DEXT which is not ~~acomplete. 
ProaL (1): Note that EC== FY. ‘Klius it follows from Theorem Al0 thf;llir all 
&omplete sets have FP-easy subsets. Therefore, the set B in Theorem 3.5 is 
s T_,-complete set which is not &omplete. 
(2): The proof follows from (1) and Lemma 3.9. Cl 
Hence, among all the possible pairs of reduction types considered here, only the 
following conjecture remains open: for every Jc 2 1, s &completeness does not 
imply s,P -completeness (respectively G ~-completeness). 
4. Polynomial time Turing complete sets in DEXT 
In this section we show the difference between <F-completeness for DEXT and 
ci-completeness for DEXT. We will construct a s T-complete set D in DEXT which 
is not Cc -complete. The outline of our argument is as follows: 
Define a sequence {P~}~,~, where each cc,,, E (0, 1)” and Ip,,,l= m, having the 
following property: 
(*) there exists no deterministic transducer N such that, for some E > 0 and 
for infinitely many m, N produces p,,, from $rn - E bits of information 
within 2”-” steps. 
We will use this sequence to construct he set D. Consider the set V = {pmx: x E LJ 
and m = [log 1x1 I*}, where U is a standard <L-complete set for DEXT. We know 
whether x E U by checking V to determine whether fix E V. But it may be difficult 
to produce p,,, from x in general. So we introduce the set E = {(i, 0”) : the ith bit of 
p,,, is “l”, where m = [log n I*}, and define D = Vu E (here we can assume that 
Vn E = 0). Then it is easy to construct a polynomial time bounded oracle machine 
which accepts U relative to 6). That is, D is &complete for DEXT. Next, consider 
the s:-hardness of the set D. Note that E E DTIME(2’“” ‘2j and 
DTIME(2c”og’) ‘) s DEXT. Thus, it can be shown that there exists 2 set L in DEXT 
such that L is not polynomial time truth-table reducible to &-itioreover, we can 
find a set L having the following property: for any polynomial time tt-reduction Ni 
and for all but finitely many n, (i, 0”) is a witness that L is not reducible to E by 
Ni. Recall property (*) for {P,},,,,~. r’rom this property we can show that, for any 
polynomial time tt-transducer Ni and for almost all n, no element of Ass( Nip (i, 0”)) 
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has the form p,,,w, where m 3 [log n - 1 l2 (Recall that Ass( N, x) is the associated 
set of the tt-condition N(x)). Thus we can add the set V to E without changin 
property (*) and without changing the property that (i, 0”) is its witness to the falsity 
of L s c E u V by IVi. This proves that d> (= Vu E) is not ~$complete for DEXT. 
Now we proceed to the precise a ument. First, we define the sequence {p,},,O. 
Those who are familiar with the notio olmogorov complexity’ [9] 
will notice that {P,,,},,,,~ is Here we define it directly. 
Recall. that NV d notes the universal ucer (note that Nu does 
not have any time bound). Define J = (cc : for all y, Iyl s :m, either (i): N,(y) does 
not halt within 2” steps or (ii): N”(y) # p, where IFI= m}. Then it is easy to show 
the following facts. 
n{O, l)“#@ forallm>O. 
(2) J is in DEXT. 
For each integer m > 0, define pm to be the (lexicographically) smallest element 
of J n (0, 1)“. Define E C_ N x C* by 
(i, 0”) E E @ the ith bit of /iLm is “l”, where m = [log n 1’; 
and define V by 
V={~~:XE U and m = [log 1xl12}. 
Here .we can assume, withouk loss of generality, that each element of E has even 
length, and that each element of V has odd length (for example, by putting a 
padding bit at the end). That is, we can assume that Vn E = 0. Finally, define 
D=VuE. 
Lemma 4.2 
(1) {pm:m>O} in in DEXT. 
(2) E is in DTI .E(2”‘Og n’2) for some c > 0. 
Therefore we have the following lemma. 
3. TOte set D is =$-complete in DEXT. 
f. It follows from Lemma 4.2 that D E DEXT. Consider an oracle machine M 
that behaves as follows; 
(the execution of M on input x with oracle X) 
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The machine 1M operates in polynomial time and witnesses U s p D. This completes 
the proof. cl 
Thus, it remains to show that D is not C: -hard for DEXT. We begin by proving 
the following property for s $reductions. 
Lemma 4.4. lihere exists no polynomial time tt-function Ni which satisfies t&e following 
property: for injmitely many n, there exists some element aj in Ass( Ni, (i, 0”)) such 
that aj = p,,,w for some w E S*, where m Z= [log n - 1 I*. 
Proof. Suppose that there exists a polynomial time tt-function Ni that satisfies 
above property. Consider the following procedure: 
the 
procedure printp (n, j, k: integer); 
(( Ql, l l l 9 aA, a)+ N((k 0% 
p* the first k bits of aj; 
output(F) 
end-procedure. 
Let pin j be a polynomial time bound for Ni. Then, for infinitely many n, 
printp( n,j, k) outputs some cc,,, (where m 3 [log n - 11’) within 0( p( n)) steps for 
somej, lsjsp(n), and some k, [logn-11’ s k s p(n). By some constants c, and 
c2, we have 
for any such integers j, k, n and m. Note that the universal transducer NU can 
simulate the procedure printp, which is described by using an additional do bits of 
input, in 0( p( n)*) steps (see Section 2 for the definition of NU). Hence, we conclude 
that NU prints infinitely many p,,,‘s in O(p(2’;)‘) steps from some input of length 
at most O(&). This contradicts our definition of the sequence {P,}~,~. Cl 
Theorem 3.1 plays an important role in the proofs of the results in Section 3. 
Here we use a similar lemma. The following result is stronger than the one we need 
for Lemma 4.7; however, it illustrates the underlying ideas more clearly. 
Lemma 4.5. Let t, and t2 be running times, and let X and Y be sets in DTIME( tl) 
and DT!ME( t2) respectively. Also9 let r be a superpolynomial running time. Then there 
exists a set Lx, \t hich satisfies the following conditions: 
b4 Lx, E DTIME(t), where t(n) = r(n) 5 (1 -t t,(@- t20 7(n)); and 
(b) JPor all polynomial time tt-f~.amfsns Fvi and for almost all n, we have the following 
(**) for all x, 1x1 = n. 
(**) (i,x)ELxy e o(b,,...,b,)= Ise, 
where 
(9 Ni((i, x)1 = ((a,, . . . 9 a,), 4, and 
(ii) for everyj, lSjSr, tij= rue iflajEXenUY'I1g 
0. WatanaLe 
. The statement (**) means that (i, x) is a witness to the falsity of 
(XSn ILJ YSan) by Ni. 
roof of S. First define Lku c N x C* as follows: 
(i, X)E Lku e a(bl,. . . , b,)=false, 
where 
(i) N((i, x)) = ((~1 9 . . . 9 a,), a), and 
(ii) for every j, 1 Sj S r, bj = true iff Uj E X”‘“’ U Y”“‘. 
Then it is clear that L’ xy satisfies condition (b). Consider an acceptor for the set 
Lky. Let Mx (respectively MY) be tl( n) (respectively t2( n)) time bounded machine 
which accepts X (respectively Y). Recall that the universal transducer No simulates 
every transducer Ni. Hence, using M,, MY and N,, we can construct a machine 
M’ which accepts L ky and whose running time on (i, x) is bounded by 
ciPi(l(i, x)l)2+PiCl<i, x>I) ’ Ctltn) + l2 o Pi(l(C x>l>> 
steps, where n = 1x1, pi is a polynomial time bound for Ni and ci is a constant 
determined by Ni * Note that M’ is not t(n) time bounded. 
Next, consider the following set Lxy: 
(i, x) E Lxu e (1) M’ halts within t(l(i, x)1) steps; and 
(2) (i, Xk GY* 
Then Lxu satisfies condition (a). Also it is easy to show that, for all polynomial 
time tt-functions Ni and for almost all x, (i, x) E Lky if and only if (i, x) E L,,. Thus, 
Lxv still satisfies condition (b). Therefore, Lxu is the desired set. Cl 
Corollary 4.6. Let X be Q set in DEXT and Y be a set in DTIME( 2 ‘(log n)i). Then 
there exists a set LO in DEXT which sutisfies the following: for all polynomial time 
bounded tt-reductions Ni and for almost all n, we have 
where 
0 i 
(ii) 
. 
obtain 
(~,O”)E LO r-4 h(bl,...j b,.)=false 
N((k 0”)) = ((a,, . . . , aA, a>, and 
for every j, 1 s j s r, bj = tr off aiEX~“V Y’n. 
Let t,(n) = 25”, t2( n) 2’2(‘Ogn”, and r(n) = 2(‘OgnB2 in Lemma 4.5. Then we 
the desired set LO in 
e set is not Si- 
.6 where and Y is the set E. Then we 
Suppose, tradiction, that D is <E-hard 
a polynomial time tt-reduction Ni from LO to D. 
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Corollary 4.6 shows that for almost all n, (i, 0”) is a witness that Lo is not 
&educible tc (DG” u E’“) by Ni. Note that every element of V’” is of the form 
P,“X and I~,,JI > rz; thus pn 3 [log n - I 1’ for sufficiently large n. But it follows from 
Lemma 4.4 that for almost all n, Ass( Ni, (i, 0”)) does not have any element of the 
form P,“X where m 2 [log n - 11’. SO, ASS( Nip (i, 0”)) n V’” = 0. Hence, for 
sufficiently large n, we have 
(i, O")E Lo @ a(b,, . . . , b,) =fa 
(i) N(G, 0”)) = ((a, 9 . . . 9 ~~),a), and 
(ii) bj = true iff aj E D”” v E’“. 
a cu(b’,, . . . , 6:) = false, where 
(9 Ni((i, 0”)) = ((a, 9 l l l 9 aA 4, and 
(ii) b,!=true iff a+ D<“u E’“u V’“. 
Thus, (i, O’!) is a witness that Lo is not s: -reducible to (D<” u E’” u V’“) by Ni. 
Note that D”” v E’” v V’” = D”” v D’” = D so that we have a contradiction. Cl 
Now we obtain the following theorem as an immediate consequence of Lemmas 
4.3 and 4.7. 
Theorem 4.8. There exists a s&complete set for DEXT which is not s$complete for 
DEXT. 
5. Concluding remarks 
Here we summarize our results and consider related open problems. 
In Section 3 we established the differences between almost all possible pairs of 
the following reductions G&, G;~“)_~~, 1 $, &, < E_tt, <I and their combinations 
by showing that various sets are complete for DEXT with respect o exactly one of 
the reducibilities in the pair. For every k 3 1, the difference between the 
s r_,,-completeness and the -= ’ k_,-completeness (respectively the s L_,-completeness) 
remains open. The arguments were based on some structural property for each type 
of completeness: for each G p -reduction, we first proved that all s r-complete sets 
in DEXT have s-easy subsets where the class of total functions 9 depends on each 
reduction type P; then we showed the existence of a SF-complete set without this 
property. 
Consider other complexity classes, e.g., consider complexity classes specified by 
deterministic machines. Then it is easy to show the same type of results for the 
complexity class specified by any superpolyno is is because we 
only need the ‘deterministic’ and ‘superpolynomial’ properties to prove Theorem 
3.1, and the ‘superpolynomial’ property is sufficient for each construction in Theorem 
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3.5 and the remaining results in Section 3. Unfortunately, the situation is different 
for complexity classes specified by nondeterministic machines. For example, consider 
the class NEXT (i.e., NEXT= UC,0~~~~~(2c”)). The proof of Theorem 3.1 does 
not hold for NEXT and we have been unable to prove that for any G r-reduction, 
all &complete sets have @-easy subsets. But if we could prove that this is true, 
then we will have several separation results since the proof of each of Theorems 
3.4, 3.6, and 3.7 also works for NEXT. Thus, for any reduction type r, it is an 
interesting open problem whether all G:-complete sets for NEXT have s-easy 
subsets. 
In Section 4 we establishcc’ the difference between the s$ompleteness and the 
s$completeness for DEXT. We used the query strings which are not polynomially 
producible from small-sized strings to distinguish <F-reductions from 
s$reductions. Since our proof is rather technical, it is an interesting problem to 
find a specific property that separates the &completeness from the 
s [-completeness for DEXT, P/log-immunity is a good candidate (the class P/log 
is defined in [ll]). Whether the same thing holds for classes specified by nondeter- 
ministic machines, i.e., NEXT, is open. 
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